
where friendships
              are just the start of an  
                            extraordinary education



Mission
The Linden School is a socially progressive community where innovative best practices in girls’ education promote and 
strengthen student voice, well-being, academic excellence, and global engagement. Our values are:

Inclusivity  
We support a genuinely student-
driven culture; students are 
empowered to actively seize 
leadership opportunities and 
confidently contribute to the 
making of our academic and 
social community.

Diversity  
We work within an anti-oppression 
framework by approaching 
the curriculum from multiple 
perspectives; our academic inquiry 
includes equity and social justice 
issues from feminist and 
anti-racist viewpoints.

Intellectual Risk
We support respectful dissent 
and encourage an enthusiasm 
for inquiry and interdisciplinary 
exploration; we challenge ourselves 
and others through independent 
thinking, well-informed opinions, 
and critical debate.

COMMUNITY
building



Responding to a Variety of Girls’ Learning Styles
 
The Linden School is the only school in Canada created to incorporate cutting-edge research on girls’ educational needs from 
JK – Grade 12. Linden supplements the Ministry of Education’s prescribed curriculum to ensure that teaching and course 
content respond to the developmental patterns of girls. Research supports what we know from experience — that girls thrive 
socially and academically in single-sex environments. We know that students find self-confidence when they feel competent 
(not perfect) in the things they do. Our outstanding faculty, who specialize in girl-centred teaching, offer many opportunities 
for girls to experience success, whether in academics, co-curricular activities, or leadership initiatives. We also know that 
self-confidence comes when students reach outside themselves and connect with their world, so we encourage and model 
collaboration both inside and outside the classroom. Our small classes allow us to teach in ways that make space for a variety 
of learning styles and include small group work, hands-on lab assignments, case studies, cooperative strategy games, and 
sharing personal experiences related to the curriculum. This helps students develop strong analytical, communication, critical 
thinking, and problem-solving skills, which are essential to achieving success in a wide range of disciplines and careers. 

GIRL-CENTRED SPACES
creating



Learning to Love the Questions
Linden’s program is grounded in current research on girls’ learning at every age and stage of development. Research shows 
that learning improves when girls construct their own understanding of concepts by asking questions, and through discussion 
and experience rather than by memorizing rules or definitions. Our learning environment removes the traditional hierarchy 
of authority between teacher and students. We offer a safe environment where our students are encouraged to influence 
class discussions, to take risks, and to ask questions without fear of failure. We encourage even our youngest students to 
pose challenging questions and to share their answers courageously. As a result, our students learn to love inquiry. Whether 
examining media or traditional curriculum materials, our girls ask, “Where is the girl or woman in this story? Who speaks? 
Who is spoken about? Who benefits? Who loses?” By encouraging students towards intellectual risk-taking and questioning 
the status quo, we go beyond traditional all-girls schools to incorporate the values of equity, diversity, and social responsibility 
within our curriculum. Our emphasis on critical thinking gives Linden graduates the confidence and skills they need to change 
the world for the better. 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS
sparking



Mastering Challenging Fields of Study
We know that engaging girls in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) from an early age directly influences 
their choice of post-secondary education and career paths. Girls who have confidence in their ability in these fields are more 
likely to perform well in math and science courses. Improving girls’ belief in their abilities is essential as they move from 
elementary school into middle and high school. Girls are more engaged when taught math and science concepts in the context 
of real-world phenomena, using real materials to make connections between mathematic and scientific theory, technology, 
and their everyday lives. By seeing themselves as scientists and teachers in their own right, our students are eager to take 
on leadership roles. Leadership opportunities abound as students make and  share discoveries through in-class and Science 
Fair presentations, laboratory work, and debates. This is why even our youngest students conduct experiments in our science 
lab, participate in math fairs, and learn computer programming. As a result of our engaging pedagogical approach to STEM 
subjects, every Linden high school student chooses more than the required number of courses in math and science.

CONFIDENCE IN STEM
stimulating



Developing Emotional and Physical Well-Being
Girls thrive in an environment where relationships are strong and authentic, and where inclusiveness, acceptance, and 
diversity are celebrated. Linden has a strong student-led culture and our girls, as well as their families, make lifelong friends 
at Linden. Our program balances mental health, social skills, and life skills. We work proactively to build a sense of community, 
emotional well-being, and healthy conflict resolution. We achieve this by emphasizing positive friendships and stress 
management. We also examine body image, eating issues, and navigating social media to strengthen our students’ ability to 
develop sound judgment and make healthy decisions. 

Our health education goes beyond the Ontario Curriculum to cultivate the physical fitness and health your daughter will need 
throughout her life. Our robust athletics program has no tryouts, because we know every girl can be an athlete. We have a 
91% participation rate in sports where students learn all the skills that come from being part of a team: cooperation, goal 
setting, risk taking, positive communication, processing emotions in public, resiliency, and celebrating themselves and others. 

HEALTH & WELLNESS
fostering



Giving Every Voice a Platform for Creativity
We see arts and humanities as deeply linked to science and mathematics. Learning to problem-solve like an engineer is an 
important skill, but learning how to think like an artist is key to developing truly out-of-the-box thinkers and communicators. 
When it comes to art, we encourage creative experimentation and ensure that student artwork is exhibited and celebrated 
throughout the school on an ongoing basis. Students also become art appreciators and critics by being introduced to the  
major periods in art history. 

Linden’s music program teaches students not only to play music, but to analyze and appreciate it as well. We introduce 
students to a wide variety of genres, emphasizing theory as well as performance. Our small classes allow teachers to help 
each student with playing and singing, making sure they get the attention needed to continually improve. Once a girl becomes 
comfortable on stage, she becomes even more confident using her voice in all areas of her life. This is especially true for our 
drama program where developing confidence in one’s voice is a critical component. Girls perform and write a wide variety of 
pieces, including monologues, movement pieces and short plays, culminating in highly successful public performances. 

ARTISTIC EXPRESSION
inspiring



Providing Every Student Leadership Opportunities
At Linden, we know that all girls can be leaders. Instead of having a “head girl,” or a select few students on a student council, 
we encourage every girl to be a leader. Even the youngest members of our community know that they have the power to be 
heard and create change. From our Science Fair, in which all girls share their findings with the community, to senior leadership 
initiatives such as peer mentoring, coaching, and facilitating co-curricular activities, Linden students have opportunities to 
develop and use their voices at every grade level. These include class activities and school traditions, athletics, performing 
arts, clubs, and community activities. Students are encouraged to create and advocate for clubs that meet their interests 
and showcase their talents. Leadership in social justice and community building is an inherent part of our school culture and 
Linden students actively initiate and organize community projects. Our co-curricular activities facilitate interaction between 
all grade levels. As a result, younger students have a wonderful time getting to know senior students, who, in turn, thoroughly 
enjoy these mentorship and leadership opportunities. 

LEADERS OF TOMORROW
nurturing



Preparing Students for Success Beyond Our Walls  
Linden offers an enriched, challenging academic program that helps students gain the knowledge, work habits, research, 
writing, and critical-thinking skills they need to succeed at university. Although we emphasize math and science, we offer 
a range of high school courses including AP courses, visual and performing arts, social sciences, languages (Spanish, and 
French), business and computer studies. Our students receive extensive individual guidance in choosing university programs 
and exploring career options. We have a 100% university acceptance rate, and our students enter university with unshakable 
confidence, intellectual curiosity, and the desire to innovate. When asked about the most important lesson they have learned 
at our progressive school, most Linden graduates say, “My voice matters.” Our graduates not only achieve academic success, 
but also become leaders in their post-secondary careers. Whether leading their school’s debating club, excelling in athletics, 
performing in drama productions, or simply having the confidence to ask questions in a lecture hall of 300 people, Linden 
graduates use their strong voices to make their mark. Our alumnae have gone on to achieve success in a wide range of careers 
spanning the performing arts, global advocacy and education, business and technology, and science and engineering. 

ARTICULATE ALUMNAE
empowering



Opening Doors for All Girls 
We believe that all girls should have access to a Linden education and that financial status should never stand between a 
young woman and her great future. Linden is a truly remarkable place where girls from diverse backgrounds are empowered 
to find their voice. Nearly 20% of our students benefit from our generous financial assistance policy, which truly exemplifies 
our commitment to inclusivity. Financial assistance is based on need and is not a factor in our application process. We look for 
students and families who share our progressive values, who can contribute positively to our community, and who can succeed 
in our challenging academic program. 

Linden’s progressive community celebrates diversity and social justice. Our goal is to ensure that your daughter thrives in our 
warm and supportive environment where she is included and valued at every step of her educational journey. We welcome 
students from a range of cultural backgrounds, and we offer an LGBTQ-inclusive environment. Linden does not discriminate in 
any of its policies on the bases of race, creed, colour, ethnicity, national origin, religion, or sexual orientation.  

DIVERSITY
celebrating



1. Application 
Your application should include: 
• Linden Application Form
• Last two years’ school reports
• Most recent report card
• Birth certificate copy 
• Application fee of $100

Please also arrange for a teacher who 
has taught your daughter recently to 
complete and mail us our confidential 
teacher reference form.

2. Interview 
Once the application has been 
received, you and your daughter will  
be invited to participate in an informal, 
conversational interview that will help 
us get to know you better.  
 
 
 
 
 

3. Assessment 
Applicants to Grade 4 –12 are required 
to complete our academic assessment 
in mathematics, English and problem-
solving. Applicants to Grade 7 –12 are 
also assessed in French.

Spaces are available in JK – Grade 12.  
We accept applications on a rolling basis and you can apply any time: 
• Contact us today to book your school tour: admissions@lindenschool.ca  
• Visit www.lindenschool.ca/admissions to download application forms

LINDEN IS EASY
joining



Founded in 1993, The Linden School is an independent day school  
for girls from JK – Grade 12. We offer an average class size of 12 students.  

We are conveniently located mid-town, at the Yonge and St. Clair subway station.
Applications are invited for JK – Grade 12.  

admissions@lindenschool.ca
 416-966-4406   |   10 Rosehill Avenue, Toronto, Ontario   |   www.lindenschool.ca


